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Network Member Spotlight: Green Deshis

Green Deshis is a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization which is a source in the Bengali community for culturally motivated commitments to sustainable living. The organization was founded by Zain Khan, currently a high school senior, in 2018 and has expanded into multiple youth-led chapters across the country. Local groups comprised of Bengalis and other South Asians gather to do community work such as litter cleanups, volunteering at farms, and promoting sustainability on college campuses. Green Deshis is also collaborating with Bangladeshi environmental and agricultural agencies to further research on sustainable development and management of natural resources. As the organization grows, it's hoping to mobilize an underrepresented minority in the fight against climate change. Green Deshis is excited to become members of PSN, to engage with our extensive platform and connect with member organizations as we work towards creating a sustainable future. For more information on Green Deshis, visit greendeshis.org or reach out to one of their member representatives, [zainkhan@greendeshis.org?link_id=0&can_id=4454af00180d7b9c5c8b179ea064409d&source=email-power-shift-network-october-newsletter&email_referrer=email_632172&email_subject=power-shift-network-october-newsletter]Zain Khan.